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About This Game

In the near future, with the planet's surface rendered nearly uninhabitable, humanity takes to the skies to create new homes on
man-made Arks.

Now, after a surprise alien attack leaves Ark 5 destroyed you, along with other citizens of Ark 3, are tasked with caring for
survivors. One survivor is a stranded little girl who is entrusted to your care.

Unveil the story surrounding the planet, humanity, and your new companion over a period of 10 years. What will become of
mankind in that time? What of your adopted daughter? Will she find happiness in such a dire future?

FEATURES

Explore the future world of Ciel Fledge
Learn about the inhabitants of the planet and their fate. Are they thriving in a utopia or are they close to their impending doom?

Raise your daughter from a young age through adulthood
Despite the dire circumstances, your task ultimately is to raise your adopted daughter. Raise her well and see her grow from a

child to adult over the span of 10 years.

Limitless child raising possibility
What she will be in the future, depends on you. Implement strict parenthood and discipline or be sloppy and spoil her with

affections and lack of discipline.
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Full costume customization
Dress up your adopted daughter with cool outfit and accessories, change her hairstyles. Give her lots of food and allowance, and

see the consequences...

Engaging puzzle action battle system
Battle it out and have fun with the unique puzzle battle system. Take on three challenges in three categories: Fight battle, Quiz

battle, and Score battle.
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Title: Ciel Fledge
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Studio Namaapa
Publisher:
Studio Namaapa
Release Date: Q3 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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